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Orr: GSC needs higher percentage of black students
by Edward Tillman

BLACK STUDENTS AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN
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Based on an desegregation agreement between GSC and the Federal
Government, GSC's minority enrollment has climbed steadily over the
past few years to a total of 1,199, .ir
12.2 percent of the total student
population.
The 1978 agreement stated that
11.1 percent of the school's total
enrollment should be composed of
minority studerts. That goal was
reached in 1984 when 11.7 percent of
the fall enrollment consisted of minority students.

BLACK STUDENTS
YEAR

□ 1985

E31986

E31987

01988

But since then, the percentage of
minorities has remained relatively
constant, prompting at least one
school official to say it is time for a
new goal. "If you set a goal in this
type of situation and you reach it,
your goal is too low," said Dr. James
Orr, associate dean of students.
And, he said, goals need to be set in
other areas of minority concern.
Black organizations, including the
eight fraternities and sororities,
have become well-established at
GSC, but they should not be the only
resource for black students.
Orr said that it is necessary for the

school to have traditional black organizations, but they should not be
isolated from white students. For if
they are isolated, he said, it would
defeat the purpose of the school's
attempt to unify the students as a
whole.
"In order to have a complete program in which minorities and majorities are together, the old stereotypes must be destroyed completely," Orr said.
And the best way to break them
down may be simply not to call attention to them.
"In order to get over the racial

barriers, it's best not to point them
out at all," said SGA Vice-president
for Auxiliary Affairs Kimberly Mason. Orr said that blacks are not
encouraged out of the ordinary to
attend school functions, but it is
hoped that they will in order to feel
more apart of the school's atmosphere.
Mason, the only black on the SGA's
executive board, tries to help get
blacks involved. "I encourage each
and every black student to get involved in activities outside of the
classroom," she said. "The college is
here for the students."

FBI shows GSC has 2nd
highest violent crimes of
state colleges reporting
USA Today crime series referred to
in a recent George-Anne article.
The USA Today stated GSC had 20
reported assaults during the same
period, and although officials can
give theories for the difference, a
specific explanation has not been
pinned down.
One possibility includes subtle differences in the way information is
categorized in the two reports. The
FBI lists "aggravated assaults" and
the USA Today reports "assaults."
According to GSC Chief of Campus
Police Ken Brown, the USA Today's
general "assault" category could
encompass anything from verbal
assault to assault with a deadly
weapon. The FBI category is more
specific.
However, the accuracy of either
report is unknown since the source of
the information—who actually disclosed the numbers with the FBI and
the USA Today —is unknown. "We
really don't know where they got
their figures from, but it was from
someone (at GSC)," Brown said.
The only other two categories the
two surveys had in common (number
of reported burglaries and larcenies)
reported identical figures.

by Jim Christian

News Editor

GSC had the second-highest number of violent crimes reported in 1987
of the 10 state schools which filed
statistics with the FBI Uniform
Crime Report.
The report lists four violent crimes
reported at GSC during the year.
Georgia Tech, located in downtown
Atlanta, was the only school listed as
having more, with 22. The University of Georgia did not report.
In the category of reported property crimes, GSC claimed 323, also
ad highest to Georgia Tech.
All of GSC's violent crimes were
reported in the area of aggravated
assault, where, along with Georgia
Southwestern College in Americus,
the college led the state.
According to the report, Georgia
Tech reported 18 robberies and one
forcible rape. GSC reported none in
either category.
The four aggravated assaults
listed in uniform crime report, for
many years the only survey of crime
on college campuses, has led some
GSC officials to question the accuracy of information reported in a

Anything Goes

1987 FBI UNIFORM CRIME STATISTICS • Georgia Colleges

Homecoming 1988
Homecoming 1988 was highlighted by numerous memorable
moments from last week's festivities.
The Anything Goes contest
(top, left) produced tons of laughter from the enthusiastic crowd.
The contest was won by the Zeta
team, with Sigma Chi and Alpha

Omicron Pi finishing second and
third, respectively.
The Homecoming Parade saw
this group of Kappa Alphas on
grocery carts (top, right) as one of
its more unusual entrants.
Karl Miller (middle, right)
dives for one of many Eagle first
downs in the game against the

. . .:,

Samford Bulldogs Saturday.
Much to the liking of the returning alumni, GSC won 49-21.
At halftime of the football
game, Valerie Morton (bottom,
right) was presented by her father as GSC's new Homecoming
Queen. Morton is the reigning
Miss GSC.

Albany State College
Cherokee College
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1 Eagles Winning Coach
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•The University of Georgia did not sumbit reports for 1967 incidents of crime on campus

College offers EDS degrees

INSIDE TODAY
This is the last George-Anne for fall quarter as the newspaper staff
takes a brief hiatus to prepare for final exams and plan winter
quarter's production schedule. The newspaper resumes publication January 13,1989. Good luck on finals, happy holidays and see
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To Place An Advertisement,
Call 681-5418

Staff Reports

The Board of Regents has approved a joint request by GSC and
Armstrong State College to expand
graduate and undergraduate
teacher education programs in
coastal Georgia.
As of January, GSC will begin offering the Education Specialist
f .^BDS) degree in five fields of study in
Savannah. ASC will extend two
bachelors programs in education to
the residence center at Brunswick
College, currently served by GSC's
School of Education
The new arrangement will replace
ASC's and GSC's existing programs
at these locations.
Officials from all three colleges and
Savannah-Chatham County schools
worked cooperatively on the changes
to make available more education

degrees at more levels in the Savannah and Brunswick areas.
Beginning winter quarter, GSC
faculty will begin teaching the EDS
courses at ASC, including programs
in early childhood education, English education, middle grades education, school administration, and special education.
According to GSC Education Dean
Jack Miller, the move will bring
GSC's full range of EDS opportunities to Savannah where educators
can take coursework at convenient
locations rather than commuting to
Statesboro.
"This is the best single effort I
know of to date for institutions which
could have competitive programs to
make cooperative use of state funds
to deliver service to constituents,"
Miller said.
At the same time, ASC will add BS
in Education degrees in early ele-

mentary and middle school education to their current offerings at the
Brunswick College center, replacing
GSC's off-campus programs there.
"We're closer to Brunswick and can
dovetail these programs with our
current offerings," said ASC's head of
education Lloyd Newberry. "There is
a very real need to expand baccalaureate level offerings in teacher education in Brunswick, and this plan
appears to be the most effective use of
human and financial resources."
The graduate and undergraduate
programs are designed to prepare
individuals to work in Georgia
schools and lead to certification in
the areas of specialty. The proposal
to the regents noted that the programs at the off-campus locations
will observe similar minimum requirements to the programs offered
on each of the campuses.
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5. Jimmy Wards RCA float took
second place in the originality
category.
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PLAIN FRONT
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DUCK HEAD
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10. The 50 foot Mike Wagner
dirigible came drifting by me just
like in the Macy's Day parade.

17 S. MAIN ST.

16.98

19.98

with coupon
Expires
11-31-88

$20SSOFF
2 PAIR

2 PAIR
REG. 50.00

DOWNTOWN

COUPON-

§

2 PAIR PLEATED
REG. 56.00 36.00

Rosenberg's

12. Valerie made a beautiful
Homecoming Queen. Just look at
the fine bone structure in that
hand. Remarkable.

30.00

764-2113

1/2
PRICE
FOR NEW
CUSTOMERS
with an appointment
RAM, TODD & TIM

1. I watched from the command
center at Dingus Magee's.

6. Folks from out of town came from
far and wide, "Look! Seel," Ryan
Blake was auoted as saying.
11.1 could have sworn that this was
Desmond Tutu, but the damn car
went by too fast to really tell.

2. The color guard marcnea by in
full military splendor.

3. A bulletproof arm was seen rroi 11
Bucky Wagner's impregnable
parade vehicle.

4. Strains of 'I love to love you baby'
came from the marching band as
they came goose-stepping by.

An Fair RH

PERMS
BY PAM $27.50
(coupon docs "not apply)

COUPON-

W

764-9723

ttl wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game.^

7. One of the lovely pageant
contestants. "Hey, what's your
name?" Oh well, missed it.

8. The Federal Express float came
from Atlanta with all expediency

13. The Animal Control truck was
close on Valerie's trail, the driver
'yelling, "Stop! Stop! There are laws
in this town little missy!"
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V. The sorority sisters from Alpha
came by shouting and waving
showing their nice balloons
causing me to panic and shudder
in horror.

GOT A BEE

Mr

OR JUST A SUGGESTION ..

WE WANT TO HEAR ABOUT IT!
On Monday, November 21 from 6-8 p.m. in the Biology
Lecture Hall, the SGA will be having a student forum to
listen to your opinions and comments. Come and tell us
your concerns and needs. We need your help to help you!

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A18T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know whos headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone®
If youd like to know more about
AlSu" products and services, like
International Calling and the AE£T
Card, call us at 1800 222-0300.

Student Government Association
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OF THE STUDENTS
BY THE STUDENTS
FOR THE STUDENTS

AT&T

The right choice.
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Ma4/vCy4v M&hAA)e \Meek&hA
Showtimes:
Some Like It Hot—Sat., Nov. 19, 9 p.m.
Seven Year Itch—Sun., Nov. 20, 8 & 10 p.m.
Sponsored by:

Biology Lecture Hall

• Admission $1.00

CHICKEN FINGER DINNER
(Served with salad, choice of potato & muffin)

Monday and Thurdsday
5'til Closing
Buy one at regular price,
get second one

1/2 price

Georgia Avenue • 681-3207
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BY JOHNNY HART

Open at 6:00 p.m.

D.Q.- 4
collegiate crossword
1

2

4

3

5

6

7
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13
16

21
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27

28
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22
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36
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21
26
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39

46

49
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50
53

22
26
27
29
31

34

40

45
47
48
50
51
52

ACROSS
1
7
13
15
16

19
20

30

38

12

"The pizza you don't
need a coupon to afford"

18

42

44

11

32

41

52

25

29

33

48

9

Bib

23

31

35

8

32
33
34
35
38
41
42
44

Rows of cut grain
Actress Mason
Shaving creams
Vocalizes
Big Eight team
(2 wds.)
Estrange from a
habit
Spanish gold
Part of Fred Flintstone phrase
Military branch
(abbr.)
Fastened with a pin
Map part
Part of a golf game
Smearers
Conference with the
enemy
Accompany
Everything
Bout decision
cord
Fishing nets
Without exception
(2 wds.)
Hemingway, et al.
Summer in Sedan

57
58
59
60

55

b/

DOWN
1 Decelerate
2 Sees the light
(2 wds.)
3 National league
team
4 Comparison word
5 Amused expression
6 Sellout sign
7 Telephone-dial
trio
8 From
Z
9 Round: Fr.
10 Gym shoe
11 President Hoover
12 Analyzes
14 Like Los Angeles

59

See Puzzle Solution, page! 6

60
©Edward Julius

Collegiate CW8809

(Berardi's
Restaurant

Italian & 'fnncfi Cuisine.
Menu Changing 'Daily
'Reservations %equested

15 Tristan's beloved
17 Neighbor of Uruguay
(abbr.)
22 Heretofore (2 wds.)
23 Width of a narrow
road (2 wds.)
24 Well-known airline
25 Being evasive
28 Prepare for
30 Pat or Debbie
35 Carrying case
36 Make believe
37 Building shelves
38 Earthquakes
39 Art lover
40 Candle fat
41 One of former
musical group •
43 Talked disrespectfully
46 Scarlett's closing
word
49 Brake part
51 Feed the kitty
53 Eithers' partners
54 Part of NNP
55 Calendar abbreviation
56 Expression of
wonderment

LOOK AT THESE PRICES!
CHEESE
1 Topping
2 Toppings
3 Toppings
5 Toppings
7 Toppings

Small

Large

2-Large

3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50

8.75
9.95
11.15
12.35
13.50
14.75

NEW HOURS: M-Th 5:00 p.m. ■ 12:00 a.m.

FREE
DELIVERY!

Fri.-Sat. 11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.

University Plaza

681 -6736

56

■58

POLTERGEIST
III.

POLTERGEIST I. Wed., Nov. 30 8 & 10 p.m.
POLTERGEIST II. Fri., Dec. 2
9 p.m.
POLTERGEIST III. Sat., Dec. 3
9 p.m.
Sponsored by:

Jf
Gentilly Place

'lues. -Sat 'Evenings ^a
5:30-9:30 p.m.
'&£&

In theSiatesSoro Inn
106 South Main 489-8628

ring
Sympathy's partner
New Testament book
Range type
Shouts of discovery
Classic TV comedy
series (2 wds.)
Poe girl, et al.
Name for a terrier
Born first
Movie part (2 wds.)

51

54

PIZZA

Across from
Winn Dixie
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764-6924
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Spicecakes, stuffy noses...living in a winter wonderland

Jim Christian

The long-awaited Thanksgiving
Editor
News Editor
break is almost upon us. Miracle of
miracles. This time of year seems to
mark in my mind that winter is about
Leigh Veteto
to roar its ugly head at us. I don't
Mike Mills
Leigh Veteto
mean to dump on winter. There are
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Robert Miller
4. The smell of burning leaves.
actually some things that I like about
. Associate Editor
being cold all the time, never being . 5. Everything about Christmas
able to go outside and spending all break.
6. The possibility of snow, however
my hard-earned money on electric
remote
it may be in Statesboro.
bills. Here is my official "Top Ten List
7.
Putting
on a pair of warm jeans
of things I like about winter:"
just out of the dryer.
8. Buying a Christmas tree.
1. Sleeping late under my electric
9. Coming inside after being out in
blanket on high setting.
the
cold weather.
2. Drinking hot chocolate for
10.
All the gnats go into hibernaAlthough retrieved from the nation's best-selling breakfast
tion.
newspaperese USA Today, information in an article published 3. Sitting by a fire and roasting
That was the hard list to do. It took
in The George-Anne concerning college crime and GSC's number marshmallows.

Southern Life

USA Today, FBI report:
Which should we trust?

of crimes, in particular, is under scrutiny of some GSC administrators.
The article uncovered crime statistics not previously known
to the public. The USA Today stated: "They are the most
comprehensive crime statistics available, far more statistics
than the only other published collection of college crime statistics: the FBI Uniform Crime Report."
The article reported a higher assault figure at GSC than the
1987 FBI Uniform Crime Report, an organization to which
colleges are supposed to disclose all reported crimes annually.
And, although all information listed in the national newspaper's report was apparently obtained directly from the colleges
and universities and in some cases, the uniform crime report,
GSC administrators, campus police question its accuracy in
portraying college crime.
Yet, The USA Today published the following: "Most data
were obtained through the questionnaires sent to campus police
or security officials. For 86 schools, which report statistics to the
FBI but did not respond to our survey, we're using numbers from
the FBI report."
In the national newspaper's report, GSC crime may be
incomparable with that of other colleges and universities because assaults are listed as one category in which simple and
aggravated assaults may be lumped together-revealing a misrepresentation of assault at GSC. For example, the study
showed GSC reported 20 cases of assault in 1987 while the
University of Georgia reported 21. Campus Police Chief Ken
Brown said, some of the 20 reported assaults at GSC may be
simple assaults [while UGA may have only reported aggravated
assaults.] This is one of many possibilities which our staff is
presently researching.
We at The George-Anne feel our efforts to spark crime
awareness on and off campus by publishing statistics serve as a
preventive measure—if even one crime is prevented, it's worth
it. Yet, discrepancies in pubhc reports are thwarting these
efforts.
When GSC's assault figure differs from 4 (FBI Uniform
Crime Report) to 20 (The USA Today report) while all other
numbers of less severe crimes remain consistent, most likely,
something is amiss.
Whether it be an inaccuracy in reporting or gathering facts
of the national newspaper, a different compilation of figures by
campus police—attributable to Brown's explanation—or an unintentional error (eg. "typo," etc.), we at The George-Anne intend
to find the facts. Look for related news in upcoming GeorgeAnnes winter quarter.

Staff

TERRY HARVIN SPORTS EDITOR
MAH STANLEY PHOTO EDITOR
NANCY UMBARGER PHOTOGRAPHER
JACQUES deBROEKERT FEATURES EDITOR
ALALLNOCH STAFF WRITERS
EDD CUNNINGHAM, ELAINE HULBERT, ROBERT PEACOCK,
CYNTHIA RILEY, CLINT RUSHING, EDWARD TILLMAN
BUSINESS STAFF
BRINA STEPHENS ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER
IVA FOWKE ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
PAUL RICKARD ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
WADE WRIGHT ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
ERIC EVANS, BILLY GARRISON, CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
STEPHANIE LEIGH HORTON, ROBERT PEACOCK, JODYSAPP,
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JOHN OSBORNE, KENNETH SANDS, PRINTING METHODS STUDENTS
SCOTT STOVALL, LEHMON ROBINSON

quite a while. Now on to bigger and
better things. The "Top Ten List" of
things I don't like about winter. I
would imagine that most of us would
readily identify with this list. (We do
live in Statesboro, "gnat capital of the
world," after all.)
1. Getting up for an 8:00 a.m. class.
2. Cleaning ice of of my car windows in the morning.
3. Having it get dark before Oprah
goes off.
4. Colds and the smell of Eucalyptus cough drops.
5. My electric bills.
6. The hot water running out in the
shower.
7. Chapped hands and lips.

8. When my heater never goes off
and I wake up and my house is 150
degrees.
9. The winter bathroom scene: cold
tile floors and cold toilet seats.
10. Static electricity in my hair.
Now, when it gets really cold.... (all
of you who come from places where it
really snows are laughing by now)
just remember this handy list to help
remind you of the few good things
about winter. Also, one other good
thing I forgot to mention. In
Statesboro, if the temperature gets
just a little below freezing and by
chance we have a few snow flurries .
.. NO SCHOOL. Ah, winter is looking
better all the time.
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The voice of the people hold forum
By Ann Nappo

Publicity Coordinator

Up until now, you've probably
heard about what the Student Government Association is doing. You've
heard about the events we've sponsored, the elections we've held and
the plans we're making. Or this may
sound foreign to you. You might
think what we do in our office has
nothingto do with you or your classes
and social life.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
The SGA was created as a voice for
the students. To execute changes and
initiate reform is the goal of our or-

ganization—that's where you come
in.
Monday, November 21 the SGA is
holding a "Student Forum" to hear
all students' opinions, complaints,
reservations, criticism, proposals
and other general remarks about
current issues at GSC ranging from
roommate troubles to university
status. SGA officers will be present
from 6-8 p.m. in the Biology Lecture
Hall to receive complaints, possibly

offer solutions and make other proposals.
The basic thrust of the forum, open
to all, is to inform the SGA of students' stands, wants and needs so
they can better represent and serve
the student body. Solving common
student problems and attaining general consensus goals can only be
achieved by the SGA if your voices
are heard and your support is unquestionable.
In addition to the forum, presented
quarterly to students with a successful showing, the SGA office, located
upstairs in Williams Center, is open
daily to receive student comments.
The SGA marquee, recently moved

from Landrum to Williams Center,
continuously informs students of
upcoming campus events. Although
its primary purpose is this, it is also
open for use by all campus organizations to announce important dates.
Interested student organizations
can request its use (at no cost) by
calling the SGA or completing a form
at the office.
Rules for its use mandate:
•SGA events have first priority
•First come; first serve
•SGA reserves the right to modify
and/or withhold requests due to prior
scheduling, inappropriateness of
message, etc.

City engineer says staff report lacks facts
Dear Editor:

The GEORGE-ANNE is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern College,
owned and operated by GSC students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSC. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously published weekly newspaper in Bulloch County
and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student Media Committee, the administration, the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern College, or the University System of Georgia. The GEORGE-ANNE is published weekly during the academic year and twice during summer quarter.

In the Oct. 27, 1988 issue of the
George-Anne appeared an article by
Mr. Jacques deBroekert entitled
'Traffic in the slow lane." This article
indicates that Mr. Broekert had not
done the least bit of "leg work" to
ascertain any information on the
subject matter.
With reference to a truck route my
files indicate that plans for a perime-

OFFICE: Room 110, F. I. Williams Center.
MAIL: The GEORGE-ANNE, Landrum Center Box 8001,
Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.
PHONE: 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)

ter road or loop designated as F-0681 (25) and F-068-1 (26) were begun
prior to March 1985. This is a project
of the Georgia Department of Trans-

Bill Neville, Coordinator, Student Publications

THURSDAY, November 17,1988

portation. If he had contacted Mr.
Robert Cox, chairman of the Bulloch
County Commissioners, he could
have obtained the current status of
both perimeter road projects which
when completed will loop the city.
All highways leading into the City
of Statesboro are under the control of
the Georgia Department of Transportation. Any information relative
to work on these highways should
come from them. By the way, they
havearesidentengineerlocatedhere
in Statesboro.
As I have pointed out, any effort by
said reporter would have resulted in

an article which would have helped
to enlighten us all.

Edward O. Cone
City Engineer

A thank 'U' note
Dear Editor:

I loved the supplement to the November 10th issue of The GeorgeAnne, "We Want U."
It says it all.

Nicholas L. Henry

GSC President

Letter
policy
All letters to the editor are subject to
standard editing policies for taste,
libel, etc. The editor reserves the right
to reject any letter. There is no word
limit on letters and are published on a
first come, first served basis. Letters
should address certain issues and not
attack individuals. All letters MUST BE
SIGNED. The letter writer may request
to remain anonymous. However, if will
be the editor's decision whether or not
to print the name.

Homecoming Eagles rout Bulldogs in front of 20,340
By Al Allnoch

Sports Writer

1988 was a blast for the Georgia
Southern Eagles and their fans as
the Eagles pounded the Samford
Bulldogs 49-21 in front of a record
Allen E. Paulson Stadium crowd of
20,340.
The GSC rushing attack was virtually unstoppable. Led by slotback
Frankie Johnson and fullback Joe
Ross, the Eagles rushed for 515
yards, breaking the previous school
record of 505 set in 1984. Johnson
had 150 yards on just four carries,
including two electrifying touchdown runs of 70 and 53 yards. Ross
ran for 111 yards and three touchdowns.
Coach Erk Russell was extremely
pleased with the offense, especially
the running of Johnson. "He had a
couple of blocks, he kept his feet
moving, he had great balance. Maybe
Frankie is back."
Coach Russell also credited the
offensive line with their outstanding
play. "When you have 500 yards

rushing, you have to start there and
say somebody's doing that."
Samford came out strong on their
first possession, going 57 yards to
take the early lead. The Bulldogs
capped the drive with a flashy halfback pass from Donnie Rory to quarterback Ted Darby, who was wide
open in the end zone.
That opening drive may have
taken Southern a little by surprise,
but the Eagles soon woke up and
went to work.
"I think after the first drive when
they scored, everybody realized what
was about to happen. We tightened
down and started playing ball,"
safety Taz Dixon said.
GSC took their first possession 68
yards, with Ernest Thompson going
over the top for first of his two touchdowns. Once near the goal line, Thompson is almost impossible to keep
out of the endzone; he needs only one
more TD to tie Tracy Ham's singleseason record of 18 set back in 1986.
With a 7-6 lead, Southern began to
pressure Darby and the Samford
offense. After a Dixon interception,

Eagle kick-off return speedster Kan "NignT irain Miner. (.Photo: Matt Stanley;
the Eagles drove 46 yards, with Ross
scoring on a 14-yard run.
After being bothered by injuries
for much of the season, Ross appears
to be returning to top form.
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Ross's 100-yard-plus performance
"I think I've finally recovered,"
was his third of the season and seccommented Ross. "That has been the
ond in a row.
problem this year. Every time I
Going into the second half with a
turned around, I had another in28-14 lead, Southern continued to
jury."
grind away at the Bulldogs. Ross

scored his third TD on a pitch from
quarterback Raymond Gross and
Johnson's scores came on back to
back possessions in the fourth quarter. The Eagles rushed for a staggering 302 yards in the second half.
Gross finished with 95 yards rushing and 41 yards passing to surpass
Gerald Harris on the all-time career
total offense list. Gross is now second
only to Ham in that category.
The capacity crowd made the victory even sweeter. "One of the greatest things about today was the
crowd," Coach Russell said. "To me,
that is one the most personally satisfying things that has happened to
us."
This Saturday, South Carolina
State visits Paulson Stadium, as the
Eagles aim for their 23rd consecutive
home victory. GSC currently holds
the Divisionl-AA record for the longest home-game winning streak. A
win would almost certainly assure
GSC of a playoff spot for the fourth
straight year and home field advantage through at least the first two
games.

PORTS

A look at the Lady Eagle's "Dream"-a coach
by Al Allnoch

Sports Writer

Georgia Southern women's basketball head coach Drema Greer made a
habit of winning as a player in college
and she has continued her success
since becoming a coach.
Coach Greer played on two national championship teams at Anderson (SC) Junior College in 1976
and 1977. After her junior college
career, she transferred up to
Clemson to play for the Lady Tigers
in '78 and '79 as the team captain. As
ahead coach, Greer has a record of 67
wins and 23 losses. She went 21-8 in
1987-88, her first season at GSC,

Lady Eagles head coach Drema
Greer. (File photo)

after spending two years at Berry
College.
Coach Greer's approach to coaching places an emphasis on a close
relationship with her players. "I'm a
people person. I like working with
people a lot," she said. In addition to
daily basketball practices, Greer also
meets individually with the players
every few weeks to discuss their
progress on and off the court.
Being around so many winning
programs in the past has enabled
Coach Greer to apply what she has
learned and form her own coaching
philosophy.
"I've had the chance to be around a
lot of different kinds of coaches,"
commented Greer on her coaching
style. "So I've been able to weed out
what I do not like and grasp hold of
the things I feel like will work for
me."
Unlike so many other coaches who
become prisoners to job, Coach Greer
does not let her career rule her life. "I
enjoy some free time away from basketball," remark Coach Greer. " I
make time to keep my priorities in
line rather than let the sport consume me."
In her spare time, tennis and rac-

Division 1-AA Polls
Sports Network Poll

NCAA 1AA Poll

Teams
Record/Points
1. Stephen F. Austin (12) 9-1
297
2. GA. SOUTHERN (3)
8-2
266
3. Idaho
8-1
265
4. Furman
8-2
234
5. Western Illinois
10-1 231
6. Marshall
9-1
227
7. Jackson State
7-0-2 214
8. Eastern Kentucky
8-2
205
9. Citadel
8-2
173
10. North Texas
7-3
165
11. Northwestern La.
8-2
153
12. Boise State
8-2
142
13. Pennsylvania
\
9-0
106
14. Holy Cross
8-2
81
15. Western Kentucky
7-3
64
16. Montana
6-3
60
17. Florida A&M
7-1-1
57
18. Grambling
8-2
54
19. Connecticut
7-3
48
20. Massachusetts
7-3
35

Team
Record/Points
1. Stephen F. Austin (4)
9-1
80
2. Idaho
8-1
76
3. GEORGIA SOUTHERN 8-2
70
4. Western Illinois
10-1
69
5. Furman
8-2
65
6. Jackson State
7-0-2 58
7. Marshall
9-1
56
8. Eastern Kentucky
8-2
54
9. Citadel
8-2
46
10. Northwestern La.
8-2
41
11. Massachusetts
7-3
38
12. North Texas State
7-3
34
13. Boise State
8-2
33
14. Florida A&M
7-1-1 26
Pennsylvania
9-0
26
16. Western Kentucky
7-3
23
17. Connecticut
7-3
21
18. Grambling
8-2
8
19. Montana
8-3
6.5
20. New Hampshire
6-4
6

TAEKWON^DO A0?$&
ACADEMY
GO EAGLES!

WHAT IS TAE KWON-DO?
Tae Kwon-Do is action philosophy, the Korean art of self-defense. It is a nonviolent art system designed to teach physical and mental discipline with a
deep philosophy.
LADIES SELF DEFENSE
CLASS COST
__
SELF-CONFIDENCE
fi8
WEIGHT CONTROL
$35 a month
"*£, f*L H 2
6 days a week
#"* ■' ^
MENTAL DISCIPLINE
MON - SAT
OLYMPIC TRAINING

764-8112 • WINN DIXIE SHOPPING CENTER

quetball help to keep the energetic
coach physically fit. Her undergraduate degree was in therapeutic
recreation, in which she uses her
skills in working with Special Olympics. She also finds time to speak to
area organizations, such as the Optimist Club and the Wesleyan Foundation.
Coach Greer recently had the experience of coaching the 1988 Athletes
in Action (AIA) women's basketball
team, which played teams in South
Korea last summer. AIA is a Christian organization, and during
halftime of the games, the players

would share their testimonies about
their faith in Jesus Christ.
When recruiting new players for
Southern's Lady Eagles, Coach
Greer gives them the same personal
attention that she would to her regular players. While a player is visiting,
Coach Greer lets her spend a lot of
time with the team to get an idea of
what she will be around if she signs
with Southern. "I tell them (the recruits), 'what you see is what you get'

The mere opportunity for an athlete to play for someone of Coach
Greer's stature is influencing

Intramural Corner
By Robert Peacock

Intramural Sports Writer

Intramural basketball is coming
and a manager's meeting will be held
on Tuesday, November 29th. Time
and place will be announced later.
Space is limited and due to the great
number of expected entries, reservations should be made soon. Call 6815261 or come by Hanner room 140.

In the men's division of the CR/I
flag football, Sigma Chi defeated the
Yankers 32-13 to gain a spot in the
Georgia Collegiate Flag Football
Championships. The Yankers with
the loss will also travel to Atlanta as
a lower seed in the play-offs after Intramural
they had fought their way through Flag Football Top 5
the loser bracket in nine tough games Men
Women
to earn the bid.
1. Sigma Chi
1. Washed Up
In the women's division, Washed 2. Yankers
2. ZTA
Up smeared FCA 32-0 to earn the 3. Pi Kapp
3. Phi Mu
right to represent GSC in the Atlanta 4. Sooners
4. FCA
championships to be held November 5. A T O
5. Kappa Delta
18-20. Congratulations and good
luck to these fine teams as they
travel to Atlanta.
The GSC Intramural deptment
The CR/I department is looking for will host their 6th Annual Turkey
officials to referee intramural bas- Trot this afternoon at 4:00 behind
ketball for winter quarter. Officials the racquetball courts. There is no
will be trained and payed for their entry fee required for participation
services. Basketball officials clinic in the 1.5 mile run and registeration
will be held on November 28th. For will take place upon arrival. For
more information call the CR/I at more information, call 681-5261 or
681-5261.
come by Hanner 140.
3JC 3fC 3(C 3fC 3fC ZfC

L E O N S Sportswear
$

19 95

O Pair for $0

REG. 29.95

SUNGLASSES

COTLER
ACID WASH
STYL JEANS

" OR $5 EACH

StatesjpQro
Largest Selection

FREE

FREE

LEON'S
TEE SHIRT
WITH

$2500

Blue only

Pair Strings

PURCHASE

764-2436
22 West Main

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 1-5

Void 11-30-88

MasterCard • VISA • Discover
American Express

w/purchase

764-5176

Statesboro Mall

enough, because she is a winner not
only in basketball, but in all aspects
of life. Georgia Southern is very for-

tunate to have Coach Drema Gre
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DON'T MISS THE BOAT!
Absolutely the lowest
prices in town for all your
SCREEN PRINTING
needs.
If you find lower
prices somewhere
else, we'll meet <
or beat them. CoriKs,
see our operation

MEISEL GRAPHICS

401 S. Main Street, Statesboro, GA 489-8843

WE
HAVE
TROPICAL
FISH
AND FISH SUPPLIES

<JnwriM(m @hcA Sf cnifife/ieb
N.ZETTEROWERAVE.

764-3442

fun Shirt:

[Welcome Students
to our new larger location
in the Mall
Best prices around on single or
multicolor screen printing
When you need team or group
shirts FUN SHIRTS offers quality
workmanship at the best price.
STATESBORO MALL
764-2226

O George-Anne C
The George-Anne provides
free classified listings to students, faculty and staffmembers
of Georgia Southern College as a
campus-community service.
Free classified ads should be
written in 25 words or less. The
advertiser's name and Landrum
Center address must be included
with the ads. Ads should be noncommercial in nature, should be
in good taste and are subject to
standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to
refuse any free classified ad.
Free classified listing should be
mailed to The George-Anne,
Landrum Center Box 8001, GSC.
Deadline is noon Friday prior to
publication. Commercial listings
are available at $4.50 per column
inch, with a one inch minimum.
Contact the newspaper's advertising department at 681-5418
for more information.

Lost - prescription bifocal glasses in bone
color, double sided glasses case. Hanner/
Athletic trailer area. Call Dr. Gallemore,
Hanner 167, ext. 5266.

For sale: '78 Mustang. Good auto transmission, power steering, brakes — almost new
tires. Needs engine work to run — $600
negotiable. 489-8847, ask for Keith.

Several sets of keys. Several pairs of prescription glasses and sunglasses. Please come by
our office and identify to reclaim lost items.
Office of Public Safety (Campus Security).
681-5234.

Raquets — one badmiton, one aluminum
raquetball, one graphite Wilson Advantage
tennios, one Wilson triple thermo bag. Call
681-3906. Ask for Dal.

Keys found at Drivin' & Cryin' concert. Call or
come by CAB office to describe. 681-5442.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
NEED MONEY? When Banks stop... we
start... No credit checks, collateral or cosigners. For application write: Credit, Rt. 2,
Box 163-A, Nicholls, Georgia 31554. Enclose envelope.
VISA/MASTERCARD Guaranteed approval.
Send stamped envelope. Services, Rt. 2,
Box 163-A, Nicholls, Georgia 31554.
EARNINGS UNLIMITED! MAIL OUR
LOAN ADVERTISEMENTS from home!:
Credit Services, Rt. 2, Box 163-A, Nicholls,
Georgia 31554. Enclose envelope!

BUSINESS SERVICES

NOTICES/PERSONALS
Litter box trained rabbit needs a home. 8
wt'oks old with floppy ears and brown and
white fur. Call 681-1709.
The First African Baptist Church, 227 Institute St., will present a Gospel Extravaganza on Saturday, Nov. 19, at 8 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend. The theme
for the program is Praising God: Living to
Live Again. Rev. Bennie Brinson is the
pastor.
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Let the Open
Door Adoption Agency help you in confidentiality. Approved loving couples waiting to
adopt. Call collect (912) 228-6339. l
Sparkles — Thanks for being a true friend
and fun bowling buddy. Oh, I'll give you the
$20 for Christmas, Love ya' — Chizzer.

No. 1 Eagle Typing Service. Why waste studying time typing? Done on IBM word processor. $1.50 per page. Call Ginny, 489-1280.
For Quick and reliable typing services call
Ron and Eddy at 681-7307 for only $1.00
per page. Well type and proofread your
next assignment.
Typing - $1.00 a page! Fast, efficient! Will
proofread and check grammatical errors.
Please give two days notice. Call Libba:
681 -6606 — anytime day or night.
Computer service — Flyers, letterheads,
signs, greeting cards. 681-1268.

Applications are being accepted for projectionist and assistant projectionist with
College Activities Board. For more information, call Special Programs office at 681 5409.

D. Barber-Happy Birthday! You're finally as
old as the rest of us. Here's to more funfilled years of friendship. We'll pass, too.
Love, RifRaf.

Looking for responsible student with mornings or afternoons free to watch small child
in my home. Call Debbie at 865-5954 after
5:30 p.m.

Michael L. Remember to lock your door or
teach me how. Dzmmit.

CRUISE SHD3 JOBS! Imediate openings!
Seasonal and career opportunities. Excellent pay. World Travel! Call (refundable) 1518-459-3535 Ext. p3481A.

Trenton Crueton —You're definitely the Best
Big Brother a girl could have! Thanks for
always being there. Together we'll grow old
gracefully. I love you. Chiz.
Chris, wanna color? I loved our talk by the
lake. Thanks for being honest. I'm here if
you need to talk again. Buddy Boo.
JRB — These past few months have been the
greatest because of you. I heart sheep
bunches and bunches. SMS
To my Greek beauty — I love you with all my
heart, let's keep things like they are, no
more BS — your Italian lover.
Joseph's Home for Boys is in need of a monitor
compatible with a Zenith Data Base Computer. Black and White screen is preferred
but would use any kind. Please call 4898526.
Call about Aerobics classes being offered at
Golden Girls Dance Center. 489-1552.
Help-line available for anyone needing to talk
about anything 24 hours a day. 489-1324.
Private tutoring in math. Affordable prices.
Grades 4-12, Finite Math, and College
Algebra. SAT Preparation also available.
For information, call 764-8456 aRer 6 PM.
Jump rope for heart. . . Jump Rope for the
American Heart Association is coming next
quarter. . . Jan. 19th.

Student with programming skills needed;
short-term job; consists of streamlining
existing system; salary negotiable; contact
George Lynch in Rosenwald Room 17.
RESORT HOTELS,' Cruiseleines, Airlines,
and Amusement Parks, NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs, internships
and career positions. For more information
and an application, write: National Collegiate Recreation Service, PO Box 8074,
Hilton Head, SC 29938.

JOBS WANTED
We will clean your dorm/apartment. Call 6817766. Ask for Thomas or Jeff. A cleaner
abode awaits you. Call now!
Painting — apartments, dorm rooms, bedrooms painted inexpensively! Call Jerry
681-6525 or David 681-7121 for estimates.

FOR SALE

1982 Chevrolet Chevette, 4 door, very low
mileage, excellent condition, one owner.
Call after 6 p.m. 739-4064 in Claxton.

1987 Trans Am, fully loaded, $12,500. Call
489-8466.
AKC Lab puppies for sale. Chocolate, $150;
black, $100. For more information call 6810193 or 587-5648.
Eye-catching paper mache jewelry. Call 6811214. I take specific color requests. You'll
really love 'em!

LOST & FOUND

Keys lost in Hanner Gym on Oct. 31 during
volleyball game. Turn in to Intramural
office if found.

For sale! 1988 Jetta, grey with plush interior,
AM/FM cassette, AC, automatic. $11,900
or best offer. Call 681-1594.

£MS^MM^^i^AM^M^A^A^A.M^i:i^<
All Boxed Christmas Cards 30% off
Send a little joy to
the world with
Hallmark boxed
cards. A variety of
styles, from $6.50
to $16.00. Only at '
Hallmark.

I \ Through Christmas

l< " '

w
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681-1935
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1985 Suzuki: GS550E, Great Condition,
2,100 miles. Helmet and saddlebag included. Blue and white. Call 681-2832J"or
sale: 1985 Dodge Vista Colt 4-door, AC,
AM/FM, cassette, power window/lock.
Good condition. Call Brina at 681-3328.
1985 Dodge Colt DL, 4 dr, automatic, low
mileage. Priced to sell. 489-1969 or 4898013 for Leigh.
Conn trumpet for sale — 2 mouthpieces, 1
mute and case. Excellent condition $200 or
best offer. LB 12139, 681-3487.
Red lace and taffeta tea length formal dress.
Size 8. Only worn once. Call Melissa at 681 1261.
Sleeper sofa — green and orange floral. 6811190.
1986 Yamaha FJ600 New! Only 2,000 miles,
red and silver with all options. Helmet and
Cover included. $1850. None other like it!
Call Len, 764-2494.
For sale! 1987 Nissan Pulsar, 12,600 miles,
Champagne pearl, five speed, AM-FM
Cassette, AC, Price-negotiable. Call 5647368 after 4 p.m.
For sale! 1980 Dodge Omni 024 New Paint PS
AT AC. Nice condition. 71,000 miles, ,
$1,400. 488-2217, leave message.
For sale! Slingerland snare drum, stage I

model 25 amp, Aria, Gibson SG copy. Have
stand for drum also. $150 for everything.
Call 764-8553 or 681-5385.
Lavender, Gunne Sax Prom Dress for homecoming or any special occasion. Call 6811427.
Tires, wheels, hubcaps for Ford pickup.
Goodyear Vector Radials. Excellent condition. 764-7478.
Green sleeper sofa and matching chair. Good
condition and cheap! 764-7478, leave message.
House for sale: 4 bedrooms in Sherwood Forest. Owner Direct sale. 681-3936.
1987 Pontiac Sunbird GT. Red sunroof, AC,
low mileage, 5-speed. Just tuned up. Call
681-2832.
For sale: Two gallon Octagon fish tank, complete set-up with gravel and ceramic setting, food also, $15. Call Christian after 5
p.m., 681-3227.

WANTED

Wanted! An IBM PC or compatible. Preferable two floppy disk drives. Prices are
negotiable. Write Ronald at LB 8536.

FOR RENT
For rent two new 2 br trailers. Central heat.
Located on pond four miles out Lakeview
Road. Cal764-6517.
Apt. for rent - very close to campus, 1 bdr, low
utilities, party location. Take over lease
January-June, only $230/month. Call 6817665, please leave message.

Complete Hair and Nail Care
Wolff Tanning System

1

The
WISHING WELL

College Plaza
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Georgia Avenue
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M. - 6 P.M. • Sat. 8 A.M. - 5 P.M.

681-6093
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Apartment for rent — Students due to cancellation, we now have 2 bedroom Apartment
at Hawthorne Court. Available now. Call
681-1166 or 681-4197.

"

ROOMMATES
Wanted: male or female roommates to share a
three bedroom, two bath house near the
Mall. $150 per month plus utilities. 4891925.
Female roommate needed for winter quarter.
Private room and share bathroom with one
girl. Two bedroom apartment. $200 a
month plus one-half utilities. Call Becky at
681-2153.

Puzzle Solution,
from page 3

Needed 2 male roommates for winter and
spring quarters. Eagle Court condominiums. Call 681-7649 for details.
Roommate needed for rest of quarter ASAP at
Mill Run Apartments. You won't believe
\he rent. Call ALice at 764-7450. Thanks.
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one-half utilities (electric, phone) Call 6812984,11 AM to Midnight.

Female roommate wanted. Private room
$150/month. Split utilities three ways. 6817887.

Female roommate wanted: 2 bdroom apt.
unfurnished $150.00 plus utilities, own
bedroom. Walking distance from campus.
Call 681-6114 for more information.

Female roommate needed immediately to
share trailer. Have own bedroom w/ bath.
Washer and dryer; 0.6 mile from campus.
Prefer non-smoker. $100 per month, plus

Female roommate needed immediately to
share apartment at Sussex Commons.
Have own bedroom with bath. Dishwasher,
washer and dryer. Call Stacy at 681-6820<

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

SA
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For rent to GSC girls. 4bd, 2 bath home. $700
mo. Call Sam DiPolito or Karen at 7645485.

Henry's Hairrats
& Souithern Hair Styles

HELP WANTED

To the "bitches from hell" - It's Party Time!
We're on the rampage and nobody better
mess with us. I learned a few new songs.
Love y'all -- The Head Bitch from Hell.

Jason F. — Henry's Boy — "Hey how are
you?" Is getting old! Is "let's go out sometime" in your vocabulary? sure hope so! Foy
ZTA.

Trombone for sale. Bach trigger strad. model
42B, excellent condition. Paid $900, want
$750 (firm). Don 681-4738 after 7 p.m.

LASSIFIED

QQ

681=2316

Tanning $2 per visit

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

Apply in RM 131 So. Bid
or call Tom MCElwee 681- •5320

ARMY ROTC

1988-89 Eagles @

SPORTS EXTRA
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Now in his eighth season as head
coach of the Georgia Southern
Eagles, Frank Kerns has molded
the Southern basketball program
into one of the nation's finest
among NCAA Division I schools.
In 1981 the Georgia Southern
basketball fortunes had dwindled
into the Trans America Athletic
Conference cellar. The team has
suffered through four consecutive
losing seasons and had posted a
winning record only once in the
preceding seven years. The Eagles
were coming off back-to-back 5-22
campaigns and had won only 10 of
their previous 67 outings.
Enter Kerns and in one season
Georgia Southern basketball was
given a new lease on life. Once a
team that never threatened for the
TAAC championship became a
squad who would be perennial
contenders for the title. His sevenyear tenure in Statesboro, described by one observer as "... one
ongoing lesson on how to build a
winning basketball program," includes two TAAC Tournament
championships, two TAAC regular-season titles, a pair of NCAA
appearances and a National Invitational Tournament showing. He
has put together a 131 -73 record at
Georgia Southern, one win shy of a
20-win season average.
Kerns' love for the game, as well
as his intensity and dedication,
have resulted in achievements
that not even the most ardent
Eagles supporter could have imagined. In the six seasons since inheriting the slumping Georgia
Southern program, Kerns has
never had a losing campaign and
is the winningest coach in Eagle
basketball history.
Kerns was named Georgia
Southern's eighth basketball
coach in April 1981, and he wasted
little time in turning the program
around. In his first season, the
Eagles fashioned a 14-13 record,
earning recognition as the fourth
most-improved team in NCAA
Division I. That 1981-82 squad,
which finished fourth in the nation in field goal percentage defense and posted wins over
Jacksonville and TAAC regularseason champ Arkansas-Little
Rock, demonstrated the discipline, patience and aggressive
style that have come to characterize Kerns-coached teams.
Kerns' 1982-83 team recorded
an 18-12 mark, capturing the
TAAC Tournament title and earning the school's first-ever NCAA
tournament bid. In 1984, Kerns
piloted a young squad to a 16-12
record in what was supposed to be
a rebuilding year. He followed up

from the previous year's squad.
In 1987 Kerns' Eagles reeled off
wins in six of their last seven outings en route to another TAAC
tournament championship and a
berth in the NCAA East Regional.
The Eagles' 20-11 record marked
the second 20-win season during
the Kerns' era. Before the 1985
campaign, Georgia Southern had
gone 18 years without winning 20
games in a season.
In 1988, the Eagles shared the
regular-season TAAC championship with Arkansas-Little Rock,
but lost the championship game of
the tournament to Texas-San
Antonio. However, Kerns' team
received Georgia Southern's firstever NIT bid. Last year's squad
was the nation's top defensive
team, surrendering a meager 55.6
points per game. The '87-88
Eagles were also fifth in the country in field goal percentage defense, becoming the first team in
12 years to finish in the top 10 in
both categories.
Prior to joining the Georgia
Southern staff, Kerns served as
Murray Arnold's chief aide at
Tennessee-Chattanooga. During
his two-year stay at UTC, the
Mocs registered a 34-22 record,
earning a Southern Conference
championship and a trip to the
NCAA Mideast Regional in 1981.
Head Basketball Coach Frank Kerns (File Photo)
Kerns secured his first collegiate
head coaching job in 1971 at
Spring Hill (Ala.) College, turning
that program around after 16
with a 24-5 campaign in 1985, the ninth-best winning percentage straight losing seasons. He posted
best record in Georgia Southern's but was passed over by post-sea- a 137-78 record with two conferhistory as a Division I institution, son tournament selection commit- ence titles during his eight-year
That 1985 club, which captured tees. In 1986, Kerns led Southern stay at Spring Hill, and he was
the TAAC regular-season crown, to a 15-13 record with only one voted NAIA Coach-of-the-Year in
finished the year with the nations experienced performer returning 1975.

Kerns' Coaching Record
Season
1971-79
1981-82
1982-83

School
Spring Hill (Ala.)
Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern

Won
137
14
18

Lost
78
13
12

1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87

Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern

16
24
15
20

12
5
13
11

1987-1988 Georgia Southern

24

7

151

.640

Career Totals (15 years)

268

Pet. Titles/Honors
.637
.518
.600 TAAC Tournament Champion
TAAC Coach of the Year
.571
.827 TAAC Regular-Season Champion
.536
.645 TAAC Tournament Champion
TAAC Coach of the Year
.774 TAAC Regular-Season Co-Champs
TAAC Coach of the Year
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN 60, UNO-Wilmington 53
November 28,1987 -Trask Coliseum

Georgia Southern tipped off the campaign with this road win
over UNC-Wilmington. Southern used balanced scoring and
Stingy second-half defense to rally from a 12-point first half
deficit. Anthony Forrest tossed in 14 points to lead a group of
four players in double figures.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 67, Savannah State 34
December 5,1987 - Hanner Fieldhouse

The Eagles knocked off Savannah State for their seventhstraight home-opening win. Michael Stokes pumped in 16
points, all in the first half, and the tenacious Southern defense
held the Tigers scoreless for more than eight and a half minutes
in the second half to highlight the win.

UNC Charlotte 65, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 57
December 7,1987 - Charlotte Coliseum

The Eagles suffered their first setback, falling to eventual
Sun Belt champion UNC Charlotte. Southern trailed by just
four points with six minutes left, but the veteran UNCC
backcourt, led by Sun Belt Player-of-the-Year Byron Dinkins,
came through in the clutch with the 49ers' final eight points to
seal the win. Jeff Sanders scored IS points and collected 11
rebounds to lead the Eagles.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 63, Louisiana Tech 46
December 11,1987 - Champion Holiday
Classic

Southern built a first-half lead of as many as 13 points, but it
took a great defensive effort to stifle a second-half Louisiana
Tech rally and ensure the victory in this first-round tournament
game. The Bulldogs closed to within three points (49-46) with
4:58 left, but Southern held them scoreless for the remainder of
the game. Michael Stokes scored a team-high 18 points and Jeff
Sanders added 17 against the eventual American South Conference champs.

Montana 68, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 57
December 12,1987 - Champion Holiday
Classic

The hometown Grizzlies were too tough in this tournament
final, as the Eagles struggled from the start and never led in the
contest. Southern pulled to within four (57-53) on Michael
Stokes' driving layup with 2:44 remaining, but Montana connected on 11 -of-12 free throws in the last two and a half minutes
to win its sixth straight Champion Holiday title. Jeff Sanders,
who was named to the All-Tournament team, led the Eagles
with 16 points.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 72, Francis Marion 60
December 16,1987 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Charles Earls scored 17 points and grabbed 10 rebounds, and
Georgia Southern converted 17-of-18 free throws, as the Eagles
defeated Francis Marion. The Patriots were only three points
down with 17:41 left in the game, but a 12-4 GSC scoring run put
the Eagles back in front by a comfortable margin. Earls led a
group of four double-digit scorers for Georgia Southern.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 75, Armstrong State 55
December 19,1987 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Southern raced to a 22-8 lead in the first seven minutes and
never looked back in this non-conference win. A 15-2 GSC
scoring burst early in the second period put the contest out of
reach and the Eagles coasted from there. Jeff Sanders scored 20
points and Michael Stokes added 16 to pace Southern.

midway through the opening period to set up this TAAC victory.
Southern, which played the game with two starters out with
injuries, led by as much as 22 points, but the Bears hit five threepointers in the final four minutes to close the gap. Mike Curry,
in his first start of the season, led a group of five Eagles in double
figures with 18 points.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 74, Stetson 51
January 16,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

The Eagles limited Stetson to just 18 first-half points en route
to a surprising rout of the pre-season TAAC favorite. Southern
opened the game with a 28-8 run and held the Hatters without
a field goal over the last four and a half minutes ofthe first period
to take a comfortable 37-18 advantage at intermission. Stetson
was unable to get closer than 15 points the rest of the way. Jeff
Sanders scored 25 points and Kennedy Dixon added a careerhigh 21 for the Eagles.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 56, Houston Baptist 47
January 21,1988 - Sharpe Gymnasium

Georgia Southern overcame an early six-point Houston Baptist advantage to take the lead for good at the 12-minute mark
of the first half on its way to a TAAC win on the road. The Eagles
extended the margin to as many as 12 points in the second period
and held on for the nine-point decision. Jeff Sanders led the balanced attack with 17 points, while Anthony Forrest added 14
and Kennedy Dixon 12.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 72, Centenary 68
January 23,1988 - Gold Dome

A young Centenary squad gave Southern all it could handle
before falling four points short. The Eagles trailed by four at
halftime, as Centenary's 40 first-half points were the most given
up by GSC in the opening period all year. After the Gents scored
the first four points of the second half, Southern ripped off 18 unanswered points to set up the win. Jeff Sanders against paced
the effort with 19 points and 11 rebounds.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 57, Arkansas-Little Rock 48
January 28,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Jeff Sanders scored 23 points and pulled down 10 rebounds to
lead the Eagles over UALR before a Hanner Fieldhouse-record
crowd of 4,961. It was Southern's third straight win over the
Trojans. The key stretch of the game came midway through the
second half when the Eagles scored io unanswered points to
erase a two-point UALR lead and move ahead for good. The
Trojans entered the game as the nation's top rebounding team,
but GSC enjoyed a 37-26 advantage on the boards.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 76, Samford 59
January 30,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Jeff Sanders enjoyed his second consecutive 23-point outing,
but it was the GSC. defense that again keyed this TAAC win.
After Samford had taken a four-point lead in the early going, the
Eagles ran off 17 unanswered points en route to a 28-1 scoring
burst. Southern held the Bulldogs without a field goal for nearly
12 minutes during that stretch and limited them to just 15 firsthalf points, a season low for a GSC opponent. Anthony Forrest
had 16 points, nine rebounds, six assists and five steals to back
up Sanders.

Texas-San Antonio 50, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 47
February 4,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 59, Augusta 55
December 29,1988 - Augusta Civic Center

The Roadrunners limited Southern to six second-half field
goals as they knocked off the Eagles for the second time this
season. The Eagles took their only lead of the second half at 4644 with 4:46 left. After UTSA came back to lead 48-47, Southern
had a chance to win it; but a costly turnover with seven seconds
remaining and clutch free throw shooting put an end to GSC's
eight-game winning streak.

Texas-San Antonio 70, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 61
January 2,1988 - UTSA Convocation Center

Jeff Sanders tallied 18 points and grabbed a career-high 16
rebounds to help lift Georgia Southern over Hardin-Simmons.
The Eagles outscored the visitors 9-2 to open the second period
and extend a 28-23 halftime advantage. Kennedy Dixon with 13
points, Anthony Forrest with 12 and Michael Stokes with 10
joined Sanders in double digits.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 74, Hardin-Simmons 59
January 4,1988 - Mabee Complex

Southern raced out to a 13-1 lead to start the contest and held
off Georgia State at the end with clutch free throw shooting to
win its fourth straight game over the Crimson Panthers in
Atlanta. Michael Stokes led a balanced Eagle attack with 18
points, while Jeff Sanders added 14 and Mike Curry 12. Mark
Voitik came off the bench to chip in with a career-high 11 points.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 80, Georgia State 60
January 7,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

The Eagles struggled offensively throughout the contest as
they fell to Mercer for the 10th time in their last 11 visits to the
Macon Coliseum. Jeff Sanders was the only Georgia Southern
player to reach double figures, scoring 26 points, including 18 in
the first half. But it was not enough to overcome a horrendous
night at the foul line, as Southern could connect on only sevenof-16 free throws.

Michael Stokes returned to his hometown and scored a career-high 24 points to lead the Eagles past Augusta College.
Southern converted 10-of-ll free throws in the final six minutes
to secure the win. Stokes, who made four-of-five foul shots in the
last 20 seconds of the game, was the only GSC player in double
figures.

The host Roadrunners outscored Georgia Southern 23-8 to
open the game and hand the Eagles a loss in the TAAC opener
for both clubs. A12-3 scoring run pulled the Eagles to within 3024 with 2:45 left in the first half, but they would get no closer the
rest of the night. Jeff Sanders with 16 points led a trio of doublefigure scorers for GSC.

Jeff Sanders poured in 22 points and collected 14 rebounds to
lead Georgia Southern to its third win in its last four trips to
Hardin-Simmons. HSU rallied from a nine-point halftime deficit to tie the score with 12 minutes left, but Southern outscored
the Cowboys 25-10 from there to post the conference win.
Charles Earls scored a season-high 20 points to back up Sanders
for Southern.

Southern ran off a 22-9 scoring burst over the final eight and
a half minutes of the first half to break open a close game. The
Eagles went on to lead by as many as 29 points in the second half
en route to the win in their first TAAC outing at home. Jeff Sanders had 24 points and 10 rebounds to lead GSC.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 70, Mercer 58
January 9,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

The Engles held Mercer scoreless for nearly 10 minutes

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 65, Hardin-Simmons 51
February 6,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 73, Georgia State 65
February 11,1988 - GSU Sports Arena

Mercer 63, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 60
February 13,1988 - Macon Coliseum

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 50, Augusta 49
February 17,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Southern rallied from eight points down with less than five
minutes remaining to nip Augusta. Michael Stokes hit two
three-point goals in the final four-plus minutes and Jeff Sanders
nailed the game-winning basket with just 34 seconds left. The
Eagle defense also came through late in the contest, holding the
Jaguars to only two points over the final 4:40.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 61, Stetson 58 (OT)
February 20,1988 - Edmunds Center

Michael Stokes calmly canned two free throws with no time
left on the clock to force overtime and later connected on a long
three-pointer at the buzzer of the first overtime period, as
Southern pulled out a miracle win on the Hatters' home floor.
The game stayed close throughout the second half, but the
Eagles never led after the 13:23 mark. Stetson scored the first
five points in the overtime, but GSC battled back and went the
length of the floor for Stokes' buzzer-beater.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 58, Centenary 46
February 27,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Georgia Southern opened the encounter with a 13-2 scoring
run on its way to an important TAAC victory over Centenary.
The Eagle defense did it again, holding the Gents' starting
frontline more than 30 points below its average. Anthony Forrest led Southern with an outstanding all-around effort, as he
had 16 points, six rebounds, six assists and three steals.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 59, Houston Baptist 44
February 29,1988 - Hanner Fieldhouse

Georgia Southern held Houston Baptist to just six second-half
field goals and shot 60-percent from the floor after intermission
to extend a tenuous five-point halftime lead and record the
TAAC victory. Jeff Sanders, who tossed in 28 points, including
19 in the second half, was the only GSC player to reach double
figures; but Forrest had another solid outing with nine points,
eight rebounds and four steals, while Stokes equalled a seasonhigh with nine assists.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 75, Arkansas-Little Rock 58
March 3,1988 - Pine Bluff Convention Center

Jeff Sanders pumped in a career-high 31 points as Georgia
Southern handed UALR its first home setback of the season. The
Eagles took the lead for good midway through the first half and
scored the final 10 points of the period on their way to a 40-25
halftime advantage. The Trojans could get no closer than 11
points in the second half as Southern pulled off the surprisingly
lopsided win. The backcourt combination of Michael Stokes and
Anthony Forrest joined Sanders in double digits with 15 points
each.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 54, Samford 49
March 5,1988 T.Siebert Gym

A scrappy Samforfteam controlled the game for more than a
half, but the Eagles were able to grind out a win in their final
regular-season outing. Southern, which trailed by six at intermission, got a career-high 19 points from Mike Curry and took
charge in the game's final 10 minutes. The Bulldogs did a great
job on defense, holding the Eagles' top two scorers, Sanders and
Stokes, to just seven points apiece.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 71, Georgia State 55
March 10,1988 - Daytona Beach Ocean Center
- TAAC Tournament

The Eagles held Georgia State to a season-low 14 first half
points, including just eight in the opening 15 minutes, in this
quarterfinal TAAC Tournament victory. Southern extended its
29-14 halftime advantage to as many as 26 points in the second
half before the Panthers closed the gap late in the contest. Jeff
Sanders pumped in 25 points and pulled down nine boards to
lead the way. Michael Stokes added 17 points, all in the second
half, and Kennedy Dixon chipped in with 14.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN 60, Mercer 52
March 11,1988 - Daytona Beach Ocean Center
- TAAC Tournament

The Georgia Southern defense did it again, holding Mercer to
16 points in the opening half, as the Eagles knocked off their
oldest rival in a tournament semifinal matchup. Southern took
the lead for good with seven minutes left in the first half and
withstood a Mercer rally with a 9-1 scoring run midway through
the second period. Michael Stokes scored 17 points and Mike
Curry tossed in 16 to propel the Eagles into their second straight
TAAC Tourney title game.

Texas-San Antonio 76, GIA. SOUTHERN 69 (OT)
March 12,1988 - Daytona Beach Ocean Center
- TAAC Tournament

UTSA outscored the Eagles 7-0 over the final 4:37 and then
dominated play in overtime to capture the TAAC Tournament
championship. It marked the third time this season that the
Roadrunners defeated Southern. UTSA's Lennell Moore tied
the score at 60 with a pairof free throws with 30 seconds left. The
Eagles had a chance to win it in regulation, but Michael Stokes'
desperation three-pointer with six seconds remaining was off
target and GSC could not control the rebound. After Southern
took a 64-62 lead with 3:05 left in overtime, UTSA ran off 10
unanswered points to put the game out of reach. Stokes' 20
points paced the Eagles.

Georgia 53, GEORGIA SOUTHERN 48
March 17, 1988 - Georgia Coliseum - NIT

Georgia scored 16 unanswered points midway through the
second half to erase a nine-point Southern advantage and hand
the Eagles an opening-round NIT loss. Georgia Southern, which
led by seven at intermission, enjoyed a 33-24 lead with 12:49 left.
But Willie Anderson and Toney Mack combined for 12 points
over the ensuing five minutes to spark the Bulldogs' run. The
Eagles clawed back to within three with under a minute to play
but could get no closer. Jeff Sanders was the only Eagle in double
digits with 18 points.
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1988-89 GEORGIA SOUTHERN BASKETBALL ROSTER
NUMERICAL

No.
10
14
15
20
21
30
34
40
42
44
50
52

Name
Mike Harding
Herbert Barlow
Derkie Leach
Mike Curry
Keith Harrison
Mark Voitik
JeffHagans
Richard Sherrod
Jeff Sanders
Ben Pierce
Tod Miller
Horace Burton

Head Coach:
Associate Coach:
Assistant Coaches:
0

Pos. Ht. Wt.
G
G
G
F
G
G
C
F
F/C
G
C
F

5-10160
6-1 185
6-1 185
6-6 215
6-3 194
6-3 190
6-10 205
6-7 185
6-9 230
6-3 180
6-8 222
6-6 215

Cl-Exp. Hometown (High School/J.C.)
Jr-Tr. Lawrence, Kan. (Butler Cty. JC)
Fr-HS Atlanta, Ga. (Douglass)
So-IL Ocala, Fla. (Forest)
Jr-2L Augusta, Ga (Glenn Hills)
Jr-IL
Statesboro, Ga. (Statesboro)2
Sr-3L Seminole, Fla. (Seminole)
So-IL m Hinesville, Ga. (Bradwell)
Jr-Tr. " Millen, Ga. (Brewton-Parker JC)
Sr-3L Augusta, Ga. (Josey)
Jr-Tr. Chicago, 111. (Cowley Cty. JC)
Jr-2L
Marietta, Ga. (Sprayberry)
Jr-Tr. Montgomery, Ala. (Auburn Univ.)

Frank Kerns (Alabama '60)
Mike Backus (Hampton Institute 70)
Robbie Laing (Troy State '81)
Rocky Bennett (Monmouth '85)

. •>■•-■

1988-89 MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DATE/DAY
NOV 25 FRI
28MON
DEC 2 Fri

3 Sat

9 Fri

10 Sat
12Mon
17 Sat *
19 Mon *
30 Fri
JAN 5 THU *
7 SAT*
10TUE
14 Sat *
19Thu*
21 Sat * /
26 THU *
28 SAT *
31Tue*
FEB2Thu*
11 SAT *
16 THU*
18 SAT *
23Thu*
25 Sat *
MAR 2 THU *
4 SAT*
7Tue
8 Wed
9Thu

'M %

OPPONENT
UNC-WILMINGTON
AUGUSTA COLLEGE
at Acme Boot Classic
Georgia Southern vs. LaSalle
Southern Illinois vs. Austin Peay

SITE
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
Clarksville, Tenn.

at Acme Boot Classic

Clarksville, Tenn.

Consolation
Championship
at Heritage Drake Classic
Georgia Southern vs. George Mason
Drake vs. Wright State
at Heritage Drake Classic
Consolation
Championship
at Eastern Kentucky
at Samford
at Arkansas-Little Rock
at Augusta College
GEORGIA STATE
MERCER
UNC CHARLOTTE
at Stetson
at Texas-San Antonio
at Hardin-Simmons
HOUSTON BAPTIST
CENTENARY
at Mercer
at Georgia State
STETSON
HARDIN-SIMMONS
TEXAS-SAN ANTONIO
at Centenary
at Houston Baptist
SAMFORD
ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK
at TAAC Tournament
at TAAC Tournament
at TAAC Tournament

Des Moines, Iowa

Des Moines, Iowa

Richmond, Ky.
Birmingham, Ala.
Little Rock, Ark.
Augusta, Ga.
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
DeLand, Fla.
San Antonio, Tex.
Abilene, Tex.
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
Macon, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
Shreveport, La.
Houston, Tex.
STATESBORO
STATESBORO
Little Rock, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.

Home games in ALL CAPS; *Trans America Athletic Conference game;
SSI)
All times Eastern Standard Time (ES]

TIME
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
9~00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:05 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:35 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
TBA
TBA
TBA

The George-Anne
wishes to thank the
McClellan Boys
(Mark and Tom) ot
Sports Information
for their help in
putting together
this look at the
upcoming 1988-89
Basketball season.

